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Vertical Drift
Bawley Bay, wind South, backing East, 

0 to 2, increasing 3 at times. 
 Sea state calm.

 
Gentle at the dawn. 

Silent drop of rosy antifreeze, 
Lingers on a flawless skin

Salt and time, wash through my eye
Flow the waters at low-tide. 

 
Slow the waters run into my eye

Soothing
Sharing their memory. 
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Soft the Drag
Hole Haven - Wind South-West, 3 to 4. 

Veering Westerly, leering suggestively jeering Sex-pest.… 
Sea state - deceptive. 

Soft the drag, Sun and Moon,
What’s left behind, and the, close at hand,

Balanced between, I can’t spread out. Everything within my reach. 
All tucked in here, so safe within…. my haul 

In the shadow of the Neap.
I, great abandoned, misplaced grand-child of Ananke. Scion of Poseidon. 

I HOLD THE TIDE
All my goods and chattels I take inside.

Wisdom, Carelessness, Harness, Rod and Blade
The Forgotten and Neglected.

Still I seek her, lost girl, the lost Pearl, 
All my distant daughters

All unfurled, hurled into the deep. 
I HOLD THE TIDE





Skimming Skin 
Mucking Flats, Wind Westerly, 5 to 6 decreasing 4. 

Sea state - Wilful, unpredictable; 
Conditions are changing, the water escaping. 

 

The air moves in the deep.
Just a lick, no spittle spat

Skimming skin…The weave wears thin.
 

The flow reversed. A shiver in the brine
Salt dispersed. The Bore Tide climbs

Barely a trace of sea-bed scrape. 
Blood thickens, Doubt quickens

Spate shames and stains
This mulish tide will not be tamed

 

The air moves in the deep.
Just a lick, no spittle spat

Skimming skin…The weave wears thin.
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The Fret 
Oven’s Flat…., Wind 2 to 3, South…South…. Moist and… South-East? 

Oh luminous Apeliotes, South-South-Easterly! 
I hope you’ve brought your fog-lights. 

 
The Fret descends
A moan unbends

Algae blooms
White Weed clouds the eye

All leave their Graves at end of day
 

Step into the grey
Sail away 

You cannot stay 





What's In The Bag? 
Lower Hope Reach, Wind North Easterly, 7 to 8. 

Eurus blows in wet and loud, increasing 9. The storm is coming. 
Sea Rising - Not Fair - Not Moderate - Rapidly Rising, Becoming Cyclonic.

Sea state? ….. you may need that umbrella.
 

What’s in the bag, Under the rags? There is a smell Heavy as hell
Making me gag… What’s in the bag? 

East wind flings himself upon me....I need a fag. 
 

Doll’s head pierced with a nail. Beer bottle.
Birdcage. No door - she took flight…More beer.

Voodoo? Mishap? Or Design?
Enough of this beer. Where’s rum? Yes rum. 

 

Horses. Her porcelain skin. Where’s the gin? 
Ribbon, baptised in the brine…..My child. 

Hair clips, bracelets. Slap across the face. Pour me gin. 
The stench deep inside. It is hungry and wide. 

Just one gin. Mother’s ruin. My ruin. 





I Am Rotting
Ah! This stinks.

Something is bad, rotten, gone wrong, rank and sodden.
 

Lash me to the bow. 
This ship is listing - taking on water 

I am rotting, sodden, tanked. 
Am I bad?

 

Higham Bight Wind 10 to 12. 
Gusting, gushing, thrusting. Northerly. 

Voracious and noisy
BOREUS THE GREAT BEAR roars in my ear. 

 

 Stop the rip, stripping away. 
She’s slipping away. 





The Tide Turns
The tide turns, it will creep away

The day folds to the dark.
 

I let go, loose the anchor ties. 
Shedding, Un-threading, 

 

I stand alone on the shore,
Watching her leave me once more.

 

The tide turns, it will smooth away
The day folds….

 

Gravesend Reach, Wind Decreasing 3 to 4. 
North-West, backing West.

Argestes clearing to Zephyrus. 
Sea state: forgiving…

...open to suggestion...
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Starting Points
12 Points of Tide was
conceived and written by
Tania Holland Williams. 

The piece was
commissioned by LV21
and Creative Estuary as
part of the SILTings
Festival 2021 and
produced by Fat Lady
Opera. 

It was first broadcast as a
series of Shipping
Forecasts recorded by
Cellist Clare O'Connell and
the composer.  
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